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Surface Composition Determined by 

Analysis of Impact Radiation 

by E. W. Thomas 

August 1, 1974 

) Bacround 

It has been shown1,2 that when a beam of low energy (50-3000 Volt) ions 

or neutral atoms impinge on a surface there is a copious emission of light 

-Z,", n the projectiles are heavy (say Argon, or Krypton) the largest source of 

emission is from atoms that are collisionally ejected from the surface and 

sirmataneously excited; this ejection process is commonly 'Known as stuttering. 

the emission with conventional spectroscopic techniques one can 

determine what• elements are present in the surface under bombardment. 

i=ortant consideration is that the incident projectiles will penetrate only 

a very small distance into the target material; the mean range rey be readily 

calcalatcd and for Argon ions (or atoms) at 3 keV energy this is only some 

two or three monclayers (i.e. two or three atomic layers). Thus the source of 

excitation is indeed the surface itself and the data provides information on 

th, surface composition only and not the bulk composition. The projectile impact 

r0vLdes a continual erosion of the material and so by following the signals 

rim var 4 ois ele7ents as a function of time does in fact acquire a depth distr'i- 

'.1e-fkdijk an -1 E. W. 'Thomas. Physics 63, 577 (197:5). 

C. 	 P. 	3i= ai-A 	ToJk. Scienc.,1! 117, 481 (1972). 
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bution profile of the material under study. It should be noted that the technique 

causes the surface material to be ejected in the atomic state and therefore 

provides information on individual elements. Thus there is no information on 

the molecular arrangement of the target; such molecular information mast be 

sought by other techniques. 

The objective of this work was to evaluate whether the analysis of the 

collisionally induced li ght emission can give quantitative information on the 

- c=cositiou G. 	surf ce. We discussed in a previouse!-_,, rort a number of situa- 

tions in which this night be advantageous for the analysis of biological materials. 

For a test case we have in fact decided to use a human tooth. 

(B) Progress to Date  

The equipment for this work consists basically of a positive ion accelerator 

firing a beam onto the target which is contained in an ultra high vacuum environ-

meat. Pmission from the target surface is analyzed by a conventional spectro-

meter. During the present reporting period the equipment was finally assembled 

and tested. 

On attempting to introduce the tooth into the vacuum system we encountered 

some substantial vacuum problems due to outgassing, principally of the formalde-

hyde solution in which the sample had been stored. This was overcame by using 

"dried" samples that had not been placed in preservative and further removing 

fluids by .maintaining the sample in a subsidiary vacuum system for some days 

prior to usa=7e. 

The impact at 1 5 heV kr+  beam on the tooth surface gave rise to a visible 

light spot that could readily be analyzed spectroscopically. The spectral 

rage studied was from 3000 to 7000 A. The principal spectra!_ lines were those 

of Ca andCa
+ (i.e. he Ca I and Ca II spectra respec:tively). These lines 
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represent sputtered excited calcium atoms. The predominance of -calciu:n is 

not surprising since some 33 to 39% (by weight) of human tooth enamel is said 

7,0 be ca? cum3 . We do not however observe any Phosphorus (16-18% by weight 3 ). 

One can provide a reasonably convincing explanation of why phosphorus 

is not observed. The P I spectrum is in fact to be found at wavelengths above 
0 	 0 

0 ,-,nn A or below 2700 A; there are in fact no lines in the spectral region 

	ible to us. The P II spectrum is fairly rich in the visible region 

but tn.- t:_i_ns'tions are between states pf fairly h1,7,-h energy  (for example 

the 3715 line involves a transition from a state of 12.80 eV down to 

9.L8 eV). By contrast, the resonance lines of both the Ca I and Ca II spectra 

lie in the visible and are in fact our most prominent .miss ions; the excitiation 

of these resonances lines requires an energy of around 2-3 eV. Thus the total 

energy transfer reoaired to produce excited Ca is 2 eV, to produce excited 

Ca' is about 9 eV (to both ionize and excite) and to produce excited P' is 

about 2h eV. It is' a well known fact in atomic collision studies that the 

probability of an inelastic collision event decreases rather rapidly as 

the recuired enemy transfer increases. Thus one in fact expects calcium to 

e excited far more readily than phosphorus. Pllowing for the excitation 

probability to decrease as the cube of energy transfer, and with the knowledge3 

 of the .---xcs-ct-d ratio of Ca to P one would'indeed expect the visible phosphorus 

lines to be a factor of forty less intense than. calcium. 

We should now consider whether any of the trace elements are to be found 

in our - -ectra. Sodium for example is present in tooth enamel to aboat 1% 

of total weig V . and by the arguments given above should be favorably excited 

R. 	 . Dental I. 53, 193 (1974). 
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since the resonance lines Of Ira I require an energy transfer of only 2 eV. 

Indeed we can identify these sodium lines although they are weak. 

There a r 1 1 , n-Der o= other observed lines that cannot be ascribed 

to Ca, P or 	we are continuing to analyze these to dete 	uine their origin. 

(c ) Conclus ion 

  

e P-opcsed technicue clearly is useable and one can detect sodium 

that is prese-t in a relative concentration of 1%. It is however our gon.3  

to d-t- •=c.t 	 1,-ss thar loin  ard  furler  deve/opments to 

improve siamal strength are under way. 

1 e ethod =--cPar-ntly suffers from a severe selectivity in detection of 

different P.7-rnntc. Where an excited state can be produced by a small energy 

transfer then one does in fact get a reasonable detection sensitivity; if 

however a large energy transfer is needed (such as for excitation of phosphorus 

in tooth enamel) the sensitivity may be. poor. Of course such selectivity in 

detection cfvariouselements is common to most analysis schemes; the case of 

a mass spectr=eter, for example, is directly analogous to the present method 

and suffersfro~,  the same problem. 

that the s--mple teeth remained apparently 

=c2aala-E-d by :he ion 

(L) .77-utare 

We intended to curSue this problem further using other sample materials; 

for eza7,ple we shell 	 a re the response of the tooth with that of synthetic 

ites (hydroxyapati—e, chlorapatite, and fiuorapatite). Hopefully 

de"ec -Yon zenstf7ity 7a-1 b- improved to uermit detection of 	quantities 

of tra:e ele:ients. 



(E ) 

E. W. Thomas 
Professor of Physics 
26 July 1974 
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